CERTIFIED BEHAVIOURAL
CONSULTANT
- BY THE INSTITUTE FOR MOTIVATIONAL LIVING, INC. USA & PEOPLEKEYS, INC. USA

JOIN MORE THAN 1200
GRADUATES IN SINGAPORE,
MALAYSIA, BRUNEI,
INDONESIA, THAILAND,
INDIA, HONG KONG AND
CHINA WHO HAVE EARNED
THE TITLE ‘CERTIFIED
BEHAVIOURAL CONSULTANT’.
DISC IS THE ESSENTIAL
PSYCHOMETRIC TOOL TO
HELP IMPROVE INDIVIDUAL
PERFORMANCES,
RELATIONSHIPS AND TEAMS
IN THE WORKPLACE.

CERTIFICATION PATHWAY

WHY SHOULD YOU ENROL?

Based on the well-known and widely used DISC Personality System, this

It is an investment in you, your organization and

specially designed 2-day intensive certification and training programme

personal relationships

in behavioural analysis will provide you with a framework to understand

It equips you with new skills to effectively consult,

human behavior more profoundly.

counsel and communicate with others
You will receive a personal certification as a behavioural

It will equip you with key people-reading skills and help you become
proficient in behavioural analysis in no time. DISC Certification – CBC
explores four basic personality styles and you learn to relate better to
someone of a different style. You will administer and interpret an
assessment instrument that identifies behavioural style. These
instruments are widely used in coaching, counseling, human resource
management and professional consulting.

consultant and obtain instruction in the
administration, interpretation and application of a
recognized assessment instrument
You will be trained by experts in human resource
development who have trained and profiled thousands
in the concept of behavioural assessment; as well
as conducting ongoing research and datamining into the
behavioural quotient with the data collected from more
than 30,000 people whom we have profiled over the

Upon completion of this training, you will receive certification from the

years

Institute for Motivational Living as a Certified Behavioural Consultant.

You will be able to generate income as a professional

The Institute for Motivational Living, USA is the proven leader in the field

consultant from the concepts learned in this course

of Behavioural Analysis.

LIFESKILLS INSTITUTE PTE LTD. 2019

DEVELOP DEEPER INSIGHTS INTO PEOPLE
ABOUT US
Established since 1996, Lifeskills Institute has been the trusted and leading authority in the
discipline of life skills. The institute provides training, consultancy, research, resources and
certification across Asia in countries such as Singapore, Brunei, Cambodia, China, Hong Kong,
Indonesia, Malaysia and Vietnam.
The Institute consists of 2 divisions: Lifeskills Youth and Lifeskills Professional.
The Youth division partners with schools, institutions and educators to help youth develop
to become effective leaders of their own lives and within the communities they serve.
The Professional division partners with organizations to empower their executives through
professional development and mastery to achieve results and growth for their organizations.

PROGRAMME OUTLINE
SECTION 1
Behavioural Styles
Theory and Background
- Historical Origins
-Contributing Factors to Behavioural Style
-The Trust Model
-Behavioural Principles/ DISC Model
-Relational orientation versus task accomplishment
-Principles of Motivation

SECTION 2
Administration of the DISC Personality Profiling System
- What to look out for – The Do’s and Don’ts
- Paper & Pen administration vs Online Administration
- How to Score and Tally
- FAQ on Administration and Scoring

SECTION 3
Interpretation of the DISC Personality Profiling System
- Characteristics of the High “D”, “I”, “S” & “C”
- What DISC measures
- ‘LOOK’ method of interpretation, dominant motivation and fears of
each style
- What do the Graphs show?
- Identifying Special Patterns and Blends
- Steps to Graph Interpretation
- How to distinguish between a person’s mask his/ her core self
- How to identify when a person is experiencing stress
- Blends: The ‘D’ blends, The ‘I’ blends, the ‘S’ blends, The ‘C’ blends

SECTION 4
Application of the DISC Personality Profiling System
- How to unpack the DISC Report to your client
- Now that I know DISC – What’s Next?
– 4 Behavioural Tools
- How Do I Capitalize on my Strengths and Manage my Weaknesses
- Case Study in Personal Relationship, Recruitment. Conflict Resolution,
Teambuilding and Management, Personal Growth Areas
-Team Interaction: How to Enhance teamwork among an organization’s staff
CERTIFICATION EXAMINATION

WHAT YOU WILL RECEIVE FROM THE TRAINING
1 set of Introduction to Behavioural Analysis Certification
Guide Materials inclusive of:
Pre-Work Material – DTV online assessment and DISC
Infographics
Introduction to Behavioural Analysis Certification Guide
6 Steps to Graph Interpretation
DISC Identifier Card
The DISC Personality System Booklet x 2 copies
Downloadable Audio files
DISC PowerPoint Presentation Slides
CBC Post-Assignment
Supplementary Materials

1 x Post-Certification Coaching session for Graph
Interpretation of Behavioural Case Studies (1-on-1 or
group) on the assignment reports
Official Accreditation as Certified Behavioural Consultant
from The Institute for Motivational Living Inc., USA
Business Affiliate Status with Lifeskills Institute Pte Ltd
1 year tech support

WHAT IS DISC?

Every person has distinctive characteristics and qualities, combining to influence their thinking, preferences and behaviour.
The DISC Personality System is a psychometric tool, aiming to help individuals increase in effectiveness as they identify and
capitalize on strengths, whilst recognizing potential weaknesses and blind spots. DISC is the four-quadrant behavioural model
based on the work of William Moulton Marston Ph.D. (1893 - 1947) to examine the behaviour of individuals in their
environment or within a specific situation. People with similar styles tend to exhibit specific behavioural characteristics
common to that style. All people share these four styles in varying degrees of intensity. DISC has a universal language on its
own, that explains behaviour and emotions. It is based on factors that transcend gender, race and culture but the four major
components can be easily explained. All people exhibit these behavioural characteristics and knowing the behaviour quotient
will enable you to understand a person's motivation, strengths and weaknesses.
The key to DISC is discovering the intensity a person brings to four areas of behaviour:
Dominance – Person places emphasis on accomplishing results, the bottom line, challenges
Influence – Person places emphasis on influencing, openness, relationship
Steadiness – Person places emphasis on cooperation, consistency, dependability
Compliance – Person places emphasis on accuracy, conscientious, competency
Pre-Programme Preparation/Qualification
Participants need to take an online administration of the DISC Personality Style prior to attending the training.
Who Should Attend
Corporate Executives, Managers, Team Leaders, Business Consultants, Educators, Trainers, Coaches, Professionals in Human
Resource, Education, Social Service, Hospitality & Tourism, Sales & Marketing and other people-oriented industries.
Graduation Requirements - What is Expected of Participants
To qualify as a Certified Behavioural Consultant, programme participants are required to: attend two full days of training
conducted by our Master Accreditation Trainer, engage fully in all the training and learning activities planned, pass a
Proficiency Exam prepared by The Institute for Motivational Living, Inc. USA administer, score and interpret one live case and
submit assignment report of the case.

"These additional materials draw parallels
to the ethos of the 10 behavioural
statements and help to bring to life how
these principles are applicable to our
day-to-day leadership actions. A fun and
engaging setting where participants
connect with one another in a safe
learning environment.”

“The practical application of
skills learnt, interactive
activities/games make the
programme fun. Small class size
allows for closer interaction
among participants and with
facilitators.”

Stephenie Teo, Head, Learning &
Development of Bank of Singapore

HR Manager, KK Women’s &
Children’s Hospital

"We would like to thank Ian and
Lifeskills in conducting "DISCover
The Strength In You" workshop for
our higher management staffs. Our
people have enjoyed and benefitted
from your training and experience.
Your structured and inspiring
workshop definitely empower us
with the determination to want to
improve in our leadership journey."
Amazing Borneo Tours

BENEFITS OF THE DISC
PERSONALITY PROFILING SYSTEM
Positive and Productive Teamwork
The Personality Profiling System™ enables you to understand why others behave in a particular way. When there is a lack of
understanding, we tend to misunderstand comments and actions. Understanding other styles allows you to communicate in a
more constructive manner by modifying your behaviour to appeal to styles which are different from yours.
Enhanced Communication & Feedback
Profiling helps resolve potential problems by highlighting an individual’s preferred communication style. Once you are aware of
an individual’s preferred style, you can adapt your own communication mode. This technique will ensure the desired outcome is
achieved through minimizing misinterpretation.
People Management Strategies
The DISC profile highlights the greatest motivations and fears and the ideal environment in which the individual thrives in. By
understanding them, it will go a long way for managers to better manage and motivate their staff.
Career Planning & Personal Development
By identifying a personality style, individuals become aware that certain styles suit certain occupations. The DISC profiling aids
effective career planning by helping to match people with positions by selecting the correct career match individuals are
typically more satisfied, productive and creative.

Empowering people to better lead
their communities by fanning into
flame the gifts in them.

For solutions on personal, team and organizational growth and development, contact us at:
enquiry@lifeskillsinstitute.sg or +65 6346 1455

